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College Government to 
focus on mental health and 

Senate reform this year

NASREEN AL-QADI ’18 and 
GRACE BALLENGER ’17

Contributing Writer & Staff Writer

The 2014-2015 College Government (CG) Cabinet 
plans to increase mental health awareness and facilitate 
the completion of long-term projects. CG will also 
work toward becoming more accessible and fostering a 
sense of community between Senate and the rest of the 
student population. The Cabinet’s ultimate goal is to 
transform CG into a better liaison between students and 
the administration.

CG’s main long-term project is to promote mental 
health awareness. The 2013-2014 Cabinet also focused 
on mental health on campus by comparing Wellesley’s 
tactics for dealing with mental health to those of other 
universities.

At the end of the last academic year, CG distributed a 
survey to gauge students’ understanding of mental health 
and of the resources available on campus. CG plans to 
release the results of this survey within the next two 
weeks.

“It is important that we are listening to students and 
hearing exactly what they are saying based on their 
experiences,” CG President Hana Glasser ’15 said.

After releasing the survey results, CG hopes to enlist 
the help of the administration to deal with this issue.  

“CG certainly has a lot of resources that we can put 
toward helping students, but this is also a case where 
what we’re looking to do in the end is punch up the 
institutional resources that are available,” Glasser said.

Glasser also emphasizes the need for a deepened sense 
of institutional memory so projects started in one year, 
like mental health initiatives, can continue into the next. 

“I’m really thinking about how we can pass down 
the things we are working on so that other people can 
pick up the ball and run with it. Long-term goals are so 
important,” Glasser said.

The Cabinet also plans to modify the role of senators. 
Although the requirements to be a senator have been 
static in recent years, Glasser plans to enforce attendance 
and commitment more than previous CG presidents have.

Cabinet envisions the Senate becoming more project-
based. Senators will be required to complete action items 
or serve on committees. They will also be classified as 
new senators or executive senators, and the latter will be 
required to take on more responsibility. 

 Glasser also hopes to establish an award system that 
would recognize the hard work of individual senators.

In order to promote accessibility and transparency 
between Senate and students at large, Cabinet plans to 
hold an event titled “Hackathon” on Oct. 22. The aim 
of the event is to allow students to brainstorm ideas for 
short-term projects that they would like to see addressed 
by senators’ committees this year.

In addition, the Cabinet wants to promote greater 
accessibility by hosting regular office hours and by 
sharing information through their Facebook page.

“We really want to hear from students about how we’re 
doing and what we’re doing. Come to office hours and 
come to Senate. Get involved on a CG committee or in a 
CG project. Send us an email,” Glasser said.

The other members of the CG Cabinet also have 
position-specific goals.

Student Bursar Eugene Lee ’15 promised in her 
campaign statement to make sure that the Bursar’s office 
was more accessible, approachable and accountable.

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
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CWS hosts 15th annual Day to Make a 
Difference

Every year, the Center for Work and Service 
(CWS) hosts “Day to Make a Difference,” 
a weekend of volunteering coordinated by 
the CWS. The CWS estimates that students 
volunteered for 1,500 hours last year during 
the event. The projects this year took students 
across Massachusetts to work on diverse 
projects. Some students volunteered in 
Wellesley at the Friends of Wellesley College 
Botanic Garden and Boston at the Greater 
Boston Food Bank or the Emerald Necklace 
Conservancy. Students also volunteered for 
Habitat for Humanity in Lynn, Massachusetts 
or Worcester, Massachusetts, among other 
projects.

President Bottomly announces goals of 
advisory committee on gender identity

President H. Kim Bottomly released an 
announcement on Sept. 15 to follow up on her 
announcement on Sept. 5 about what it means 
to be a woman in the 21st century. In her 
announcement, President Bottomly states that 
gender identity and the transgender experience 
are relevant to Wellesley. She plans to form 
an advisory committee to evaluate whether 
any Wellesley policies or practices should 
be altered. The advisory committee will 
be composed of students, faculty, staff and 
alumnae. The responsibility of the committee 
is fourfold. First, the committee will figure 
out what issues are relevant by seeking input 
from the Wellesley community. Second, the 
committee will organize a year-long program 
to educate all members of the campus about 
gender fluidity. Third, the committee will look 
at all policies on campus that may need to be 
discarded or changed. Finally, the committee 
will present its findings to the Wellesley 
community and make recommendations to the 
Board of Trustees.

The Dirt releases glimpse of Field House 
renovations

The Dorothy Towne Field House has been 
under construction since spring 2014 as part 
of Campus Renewal. According to The Dirt, 
the blog with updates about details of Campus 
Renewal renovations, 25 percent of the wall 
panels have now been replaced and the new 
roof is 90 percent complete. New windows 
will be installed on the north side — the side 
that faces Route 135 — of the Field House. 
The next step of renovation is installing a 
permanent wood floor as well as sports flooring 
to the building. Renovations are expected to 
be finished by the end of 2014 and the project 
will be closed sometime before summer 2015. 

Alumna co-founds legal company
Erin Giglia ’98 and business partner Laurie 

Gormican Rowen founded a company that 
allows attorneys who do not wish to work for 
a typical law firm to remain in the profession. 
Giglia and Rowen started the company 
when they both found themselves struggling 
to maintain a balance between family and 
work at a top law firm. They decided to quit 
their jobs and start Montage Legal instead. 
The company began with just Rowen and 
Giglia, but soon expanded to a network of 
predominantly female attorneys who preferred 
freelancing to working in a typical law firm. 
Now, Montage Legal has 125 attorneys, three 
of whom are Wellesley graduates.
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New makeup of federal appeals courts may help cement 
Obama’s legacy

Nine of the 13 U.S. Courts of Appeals have shifted 
from being majority Republican-appointed to majority 
Democrat-appointed as Obama fills slots on the benches. 
The ideological change could impact the outcome of the 
legal challenges to Obama’s controversial healthcare, 
immigration and clean air laws. The transformation of 
the courts swung into high gear following the adoption 
of the “nuclear option,” which allowed Senate Democrats 
to override Republican filibusters of Presidential 
appointments. Many of the newly-confirmed judges are 
young, promising Obama a lasting legacy in the courts 
and posing new long-term challenges to Republicans. 
Conservatives have the chance to curb further change in 
the courts should Republicans regain control of the House 
in the November midterm elections.

Big companies agree to cut the use of coolants, reduce 
emissions

Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Red Bull and Target are among the 
high-profile firms that have agreed to cut their greenhouse 
gas emissions by phasing out a class of chemicals 
called hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), commonly used in 
refrigerators and air conditioners. HFCs are up to 10,000 
times more potent than carbon dioxide, according to the 
White House. By 2026, the agreements are expected to 
cut greenhouse gas emissions by 1.5 percent of the total 
global emissions in 2010. The administration announced 
the deal just one week before global leaders convene in 
New York to begin what will be a 15-month negotiation 
toward a climate deal. The negotiations will be centered 
on reducing carbon emissions, which linger in the air for 
centuries while HFCs disintegrate after 15 years.

Arab nations to join air campaign against Islamic 
State, U.S. diplomats say

The Obama administration announced that several Arab 
nations have offered their support in the air campaign 
against the Islamic State (IS). Although officials have not 
released their names, the new allies are believed to include 
the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia. The United 
States has ruled out any possibility of coordination with 
Bashar al-Assad’s army in Syria. Although a coalition is 
slowly taking shape, any sustained campaign to root out 
IS will require broader commitment and ground forces, 
which states have been reluctant to supply. For all the 
efforts to involve Arab nations, the Shia-dominated Iraqi 
government might face a challenge in coordinating with 
its Sunni neighbors.

U.S. pledges 3,000 troops to fight Ebola
As one war rages by air in Iraq, another is being fought 

in the hospitals and clinics of West Africa. Yesterday, 
Obama announced that the United States will commit 
up to 3,000 troops to help stop the spread of Ebola. Aid 
will focus primarily on Liberia, where U.S. troops will 
construct up to 17 treatment centers and train as many as 
500 health care workers per week. Four hundred thousand 
Ebola home health and treatment kits will be distributed, 
along with tens of thousands of diagnostic kits. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention will also 
increase the number of doctors and health professionals 
sent to West Africa. Meanwhile, the Pentagon will help 
coordinate relief efforts. However, the disease is spreading 
quickly, and it is unclear whether aid efforts are coming 
fast enough to contain the virus.
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Russia NOW! presents overview of  
current Russian and Ukrainian affairs 

Pressing foreign issues draw large crowds to panel

SOOJIN JEONG ’17, CO-PHOTO EDITOR 

NATION & WORLD

By SARA RATHOD ’15
Staff Columnist

Her goals for this year include reorganizing the 
Bursar’s website to make it more user-friendly, finding 
sustainable methods of fundraising for sports teams 
and launching a comparative study to see how other 
universities run organizations like SOFC. She also 
plans to develop a five year plan for the bursar’s office.

Multicultural Affairs Coordinator Timothy 
Boatwright ’16 stated in his campaign that he plans 
to respond to student voices, unify diverse groups and 
develop a reporting system for hurtful interactions with 
the faculty on the basis of identity. 

His goals this year include increasing connections 
between cultural organizations and empowering 
Community Action Network (CAN) representatives in 
House Councils to initiate CAN discussions within the 
community. 

Beth Feldstein ’15 was re-elected as the Chair 
of Political and Legislative Awareness (CPLA) 
and promised to support multi-partisanship and 
communication between different political groups as 
well as to expand CPLA to better serve political groups 
on campus. 

As CPLA chair, her goals include promoting 
CPLA, formalizing roles within the organization and 
developing goals for what the committee should be 
doing in election years vs. non-election years.  

While running for Director of On Campus Affairs 
(DOOCA) Alice Yuan ’15 promised to increase the 
dialogue between students and the Schneider Board of 
Governors (SBOG) and strive for more transparency as 
to how SBOG decisions are made.

 This year, her goals include changing the SBOG 
constitution to ensure that it more accurately reflects the 
current job of the organization, which includes making 
all students feel welcome at events and increasing 
feedback.

While campaigning, Secretary-Treasurer Adeline Lee 
’16 promised to use CG to enhance the academic and 
interpersonal lives of students. This year she plans to 
focus on creating a CG website, maintaining social 
media sites, working to train senators and increasing 
CG fundraising. 

In her campaign, Vice President Charlotte Harris ’16 
promised to minimize over-programming and help 
students find a place within the Wellesley community. 
Her goals this year include encouraging organizations 
to collaborate on events, streamlining the Student 
Organization and Appointments Committee (SOAC) 
website and informing Wellesley community members 
of how they can become involved with committees.

During her campaign, Chief Justice Katherine Tran 
’15 emphasized increasing understanding of the 
Honor Code and encouraging communication among 
students. Her goals this year include creating polls to 
gauge reaction to the Honor Code, creating content that 
explains the Honor Code and adding a cultural section 
to the code.

Finally, House President Council and CG Liaison 
Ayana Aaron ’15 aims to keep senators organized as 
they carry out tasks and ensure that dorms have enough 
students in other positions so that senators are not 
carrying business to CG that could be handled by other 
groups.

Glasser hopes that come next election period, every 
Cabinet position is contested. To her, this would prove 
that students regard CG as a body that initiates change 
and achieves goals.

“I want us to have a community that is inclusive and 
one that is invested and always working for each other 
— that is, bigger than just the Senate chamber,” Glasser 
said. “I want us to continue creating opportunities for 
people to come together and support each other.”

 

Continued from page 1
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
By HANA GLASSER ’15

College Government President

Hello, all!

Welcome to the President’s Corner, a biweekly update from inside College 
Government. This year’s Cabinet is committed to being accessible, present and 
goal-oriented. It is only through making ourselves consistently available through 
a variety of media that we can be sure we are accurately and conscientiously 
acting on and communicating student priorities. This column is a part of that 
effort.

This column also serves to promote accountability. Cabinet understands 
the importance of always communicating what we’re working on, which is 
particularly important since many Cabinet projects don’t necessarily come to 
Senate or The Wellesley News Senate Report. Using this space to lend additional 
insight into those projects and to update the community on our progress ensures 
that we are open and honest about what we have, or have not, accomplished.

With that, it’s been a busy few weeks! Cabinet arrived on campus in mid-
August for Student Leadership training. We spent two weeks figuring how we 
work as a team and setting goals for the coming year, which is the subject of a 
separate Wellesley News article this week. In between training, we helped out 
with Orientation, where members of Cabinet helping new students move in, and 
contributing to the President’s Welcome, the Welcome Wagon, Let Me Speak 
and Res Hall programming. We met with the house presidents to talk about the 
changing role of senators and, following up on a campaign promise, I sent a 
reminder to faculty through the Provost’s Office about placing course materials 
on reserve in a timely manner.

Now that classes have started, we are even busier. Chief Justice Katherine 

Tran ’15 and myself were lucky enough to speak at Convocation, while the 
Schneider Board of Governors (SBOG) hosted a massive Remix and the Student 
Organizations and Appointments Committee (SOAC) a huge Org Fair. Last 
week, Multicultural Affairs Coordinator Timothy Boatwright ’16 and I sat 
down with President H. Kim Bottomly and Dean of Students Debra DeMeis 
to talk about student representation on the gender advisory group announced 
via College Announcement on Sept. 5. We’re looking forward to working with 
President Bottomly to make sure that student representatives on this committee 
represent a variety of experiences and communities. We will communicate about 
the application process as soon as we receive information from the President’s 
Office about the final structure of the committee.

Coming up, President’s and Treasurer’s Training will take place through SOAC 
and SOFC this week. Most Res Halls will elect their senators on Tuesday, and 
Senator’s Training will also take place this week. The first Senate will be next 
Monday.

Lastly, my first set of open office hours will be this Friday from 12:30 p.m. to 
2:00 p.m. in the College Government and Bursar’s Office. Feel free to drop by 
with anything that’s on your mind. I hope you read the next President’s Corner 
update, which will summarize the new-and-improved Senate, as well as the 
results of last year’s mental health survey. I’m looking forward to your feedback 
and all that is to come.

 
Best,
Hana
cgpresident@wellesley.edu

Cabinet members promise more 
concrete goals for upcoming year



By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
Staff Writer

The Russian Area Studies Department hosted an event at 
Clapp Library on Wednesday to answer crucial questions 
regarding Russia’s recent political actions and motivations. 
Russia NOW!: The Current State of the Former Soviet 
Union featured presentations from Anthropology Professor 
Philip Kohl, History Professor Nina Tumarkin and Nadiya 
Kravets of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute. 
The panelists then answered the audience’s questions, 
moderated by Russian Professor Thomas Hodge.

After the Ukraine’s revolution last winter, its Parliament 
replaced Viktor Yanukovych with Petro Poroshenko 
as president. Crimea, a southeastern coastal region of 
Ukraine, pushed to secede from Ukraine to join Russia. 
Russian soldiers entered the region to quell violence at 
Yanukovych’s request. In March, Crimea joined Russia 
after a referendum whose legitimacy is contested by the 
international community. The Donetsk and Luhansk 
regions of eastern Ukraine have since been embroiled 
in conflict between Poroshenko’s government and 
pro-secession rebels. The tragic Flight MH-17 crash 
in Ukrainian airspace raised questions about Russia’s 
involvement in the conflict. A ceasefire was enacted on 
Sept. 5. 

Taking these events into account, it is no surprise that 
Tumarkin underscored Russia’s presence on the world 
stage.

“Not since before the fall of communism has Russia been 
so dominant in global affairs as she is today,” Tumarkin 
said. One notable trend in the country is the increasingly 
authoritarian nature of the Kremlin.

“[Russian President Vladimir] Putin has made it all but 
impossible for change to be brought about by elections. 
He’s made it all but impossible to replace him,” Tumarkin 
said, adding that his strategy has been to divide his political 
enemies and cut them off from available resources.

Despite questionable tactics, Putin still has high approval 
ratings and a comfortable grasp on the presidency due to 
effective state propaganda, notes Tumarkin. She added 
that his popularity is also due to his adept manipulation 
of Eurasianism, a dominant strand of Russian nationalism 
that distinguishes the Russians by their unique geographic 
location and relationship with the nomadic Turkish-
language-speaking peoples from the Eurasian steppes. 
According to Kohl, the concept only began gaining 
traction near the end of the Cold War during Soviet Leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev’s term, despite its usage in 19th 
century Russian literature and letters.

According to the panelists, Russia’s renewed sense of 
nationalism, need for self-preservation and desire to fill 
the security vacuum in Eastern Europe all contributed to 
the country’s decision to annex Crimea, an action which 
shocked many Russia area experts. 

“We didn’t think Russia would throw away the legal 
regime it had bound itself to,” Kravets said.

The panelists also underscored the increased tension 
in Russian-American relations. Although the United 
States has not intervened in Ukraine, it supports the EU’s 
stringent economic sanctions on Russia and has thus 

alienated the Kremlin.
Kohl maintains that the United States and Russia can 

cooperate on international issues like the growth of the 
Islamic State group in Iraq. However, he insists that the 
United States must alter how it perceives Russia. 

“Are we to proceed as if the Cold War still exists, still 
blaming the other for all our problems?” Kohl challenged.

The other panelists concurred with Kohl, noting that 
Russian-American relations have evolved from 20 years 
ago. Friction between the countries is due to the countries’ 
diverging value systems rather than the economic 
differences of the past, maintain the panelists. The 
panelists also remarked that since the fall of Communism, 
the United States has remained dominant while Russia has 
had the markings of a decaying empire. 

“Russia is a revisionist power of the 19th century kind, 
one that wants to rewrite its own laws. We are going to see 
the new regime it is trying to establish,” Kravets said.

The sobering event began on a rather humorous note.
“Right now I think we should thank Vladimir Putin for 

helping us obtain this very large audience,” Kohl said, 
eliciting laughter from the approximately 150 students, 

faculty and Wellesley residents listening. 
Kohl’s quip raises the question of why so many attended 

the event.
Many students pointed to Russia’s recent actions in the 

Ukraine and Crimea. 
“I think Russian affairs will be important for the future 

and are very relevant now so I want to hear more about it 
and get a clearer picture of what’s going on,” Elizabeth 
Kysel ’18 said.

Some students simply desired a more balanced 
perspective on the Ukraine crisis.

“I am very interested in learning the American point of 
view about the situation since I am used to the European 
point of view,” French exchange student Pauline Negrin 
’16 said.

Tumarkin called for a new generation of American 
experts on Russia to help craft a foreign policy for the 
future. She hopes that Russia NOW! will inspire Wellesley 
students to consider an international relations career 
concentrated on Russia, particularly at a time when the 
country’s unpredictable behavior is transforming Eastern 
Europe into a more volatile part of the world.
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Russian Professor Thomas Hodge opened the lecture on Wednesday, commenting on the major changes in Russia and 
Ukraine since the last Russia NOW! panel in Sept. 2013.
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By STEPHANIE YEH ’18
Contributing Writer

Angus Deaton, a distinguished professor 
of economics and international affairs 
at Princeton University, spoke about 
inequality at this year’s annual Goldman 
Lecture in Economics last Thursday. 
Deaton is also a fellow of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences and former 
President of the American Economic 
Association, among many other honors. 
Deaton’s talk focused on the main ideas 
covered in his new book, “The Great 
Escape: Health, Wealth, and the Origins 
of Inequality.” He spoke about the concept 
of inequality, both between social classes 
and countries, by analyzing patterns in life 
expectancy, health care, child mortality 
rates and overall quality of life.

Deaton began by addressing The Great 
Divergence, the period of time when 
Western countries suddenly upstaged 
some of the previously more powerful 
civilizations such as Qing China and the 
Ottoman Empire. The sudden emergence 
of European powers was accompanied and 
strengthened by the Industrial Revolution, 
which brought about advancements in 
technology and medicine. Innovations 
such as inoculation against smallpox 
brought a surge in life expectancy of almost 
twenty years, but primarily in wealthy 
families. Contemporary advancements 
in health care in the western world, such 
as upcoming treatments for cancer, have 
allowed a similar trend in inequality to 
occur, by which less developed nations 
such as South Africa have had a dramatic 
decrease in life expectancy due to HIV and 
other illnesses.  

“Health care is very uneven among 
socioeconomic classes,” Deaton said. 

After delving into health inequalities, 

Deaton discussed the positives and 
negatives of income inequality. Income 
inequality drives skill-based technical 
progress, which raises returns to education 
and theoretically increases productivity 
and economic growth. He mentioned the 
concept of efficient Pareto improvements, 
which are advancements that make an 
individual better off without causing harm 
to others, and worried such improvements 
are more difficult to accomplish than they 
may seem.

“What I’m most concerned about is 
increases at the top,” Deaton said, “Even 
if others do not lose, these are not Pareto 
improvements because we lose in other 
parts of well-being.”

Deaton identified political inequality 
as a crucial problem, emphasizing how 
essential it is to stop income inequality 
from becoming political inequality as well. 
He noted the importance of participating 
in government to keep politicians 
responsible. He attributes the modern-day 
struggles of less developed countries with 
political inequality, despite the large sums 
of aid being provided by nations such as 
the United States. 

Deaton suspected that the reason  
monetary aid from wealthier countries to 
less developed ones is ineffective lies in a 
lack of state capacity and corruption within 
the less-developed country’s government. 
He stated that rather than the aid going 

to those in need, it is instead pocketed 
by those in power, generating even more 
inequality. He suggested trade reforms, 
reduction of arms sales and assistance in 
disease research as possible solutions for 
the United States to help less-developed 
countries without producing inequality, 
essentially eliminating the need for direct 
monetary aid.

“Poor people, like rich people, need and 
deserve good government,” Deaton said to 
conclude the lecture.

Many students at the lecture agreed with  
some of his ideas but also had their own 
takes on inequality.

“I do agree with the majority of his points 
and how providing aid might not be the 
best way to help poor countries, especially 
when it undermines the authority of the 
government,” Helen Huang ’16 said. “But 
it’s just that there’s no other way to help 
them out in the short term.”

Hero Ashman ’16 also disagreed with 
some of his theory’s implications.

“He suggested that inequality was needed 
in order to improve healthcare and skills in 
the United States,” Ashman said. “I think 
it’s kind of dangerous saying that. How do 
you clear up the inequality afterwards?” 

Ashman, an attendee of last year’s 
Goldman Lecture by the the President of 
the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank Charles 
Evans, stated that she enjoyed this year’s 
lecture more because Deaton was more 
opinionated and offered a course of action 
to solve some of the problems he discussed.

Another Wellesley student also present 
at last year’s lecture, Sarah Ertle ’16, 
appreciated that the lecture was multi-
disciplinary. 

“I really liked it because although it was 
an economics lecture, it really integrated 
some history and peace and justice studies 
even,” Ertle stated.
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Professor Deaton uses the 1963 film “The Great Escape” as an analogy for inequality 
and social mobility in his book and lecture.

Goldman lecturer Angus Deaton presents 
research on health and income inequality

09/09/14 Larceny 11:25 a.m. Pomeroy. The 
reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC) 
faculty member, reported the theft of a prospective 
student’s wallet. An officer was dispatched. Report 
filed. Case under investigation.

09/14/14 Unclassified 12:57 a.m. Campus 
Police HQ. The RP, a Harvard University police 
officer, reported an intoxicated WC student, who 
was transported to Mount Auburn Hospital via 
ambulance. Report filed. Case closed.

09/14/14 Unclassified 1:33 a.m. Other law 
enforcement agencies. The RP, a WC student, 
reported that a WC student was intoxicated at 
an off-campus location and may require medical 
attention. The Harvard University police department 
was notified via phone. The intoxicated student 
was transported via ambulance to Mount Auburn 
Hospital. Report filed. Case closed. 

09/14/14 Service well-being check 2:35 a.m. 
Pomeroy. The RP, a Babson College police officer, 
requested a well-being check on a WC student who 
had been at Babson College earlier in the evening. 
An officer was dispatched to investigate. Report 
filed. Case closed.

09/14/14 Illness 9:10 a.m. The RP, a WC employee, 
called to report a student was not feeling well 
and may require medical attention. Officers were 
dispatched to assist. An ambulance was requested. 
The student was transported to MetroWest Medical 
Center in Natick via ambulance. Report filed. Case 
closed. 

09/14/14 Injury 2:39 p.m. Wang Campus Center. 
The RP, a WC employee, called to report a student 
was injured and may require medical attention. 
Officers were dispatched to assist. The responding 
units requested an ambulance to respond to the 
scene. The student signed a patient refusal form and 
was not transported. Report filed. Case closed.

09/15/15 Injury 6:23 a.m. Keohane Sports 
Center. The RP, a Wellesley Fire Department detail 
firefighter, called to report an injured construction 
worker who may require medical attention. Officers 
were dispatched to the scene. The injured party was 
transported to MetroWest Medical Center Natick via 
ambulance. Report filed. Case closed.

POLICE BLOTTER
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A new Ebola vaccine was tested on 
humans after a successful trial on monkeys, 
the results of which were published in the 
Nature Medicine journal last week. 

The vaccine, developed by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Swiss 
biotechnology company Okairos, works 
by injecting genetic fragments of Ebola 
into healthy cells. Though this may sound 
dangerous, the genetic fragments have 
been altered so that the reproduction 
mechanism in a normal Ebola virion is 
shut down.  According to the NIH, the 
genes simply lead to the production of a 
protein, which triggers a response from the 
immune system. 

According to researchers, the trial 
conducted on monkeys was a success, and 
the monkeys were protected from the Ebola 

virus for up to 10 months. No other attempt 
at the vaccine has been this successful. 

The human trials will be conducted on 
healthy adults at the NIH Clinical Center 
in Bethesda, Maryland. Twenty volunteers 
will be injected with the vaccine in the first 
round of the trial. If all goes well, some 
results will be obtained by the end of 2014. 

In the meantime, Ebola continues to rage 
in West Africa, particularly in Guinea, 
Liberia and Sierra Leone. As of Sept. 10, 
4,846 cases and 2,375 deaths have been 
reported by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC), putting the current death 
rate at about 50 percent. 

Because the virus is spread by bodily 
fluids, there is widespread concern for 
doctors and people working with those 

who are infected. The lack of a “tried and 
true” vaccine makes the virus a global 
concern as there is currently no approved 
way to stop the spread of the disease. 

In fact, Sierra Leone has called for 
a nationwide lockdown from Sept. 19 
through Sept. 21.  As people stay in their 
homes, health workers can quarantine new 
cases without fearing that the disease will 
be spreading faster than they can find it. 

Unfortunately, Sierra Leone does not 
have the law enforcement capacity to 
ensure that the country’s six million 
inhabitants will stay home for the three-
day lockdown, so it is expected to be fairly 
voluntary. 

Assuming the initial trials go well, 
the vaccine may be released to the 
most desperate countries even in the 

experimental form. Though this is not 
ideal because of possible side effects, most 
people agree that this is a necessary step 
given the high death rate of the virus. 

Groups like WHO are calling for this 
“fast-track” plan to effectively contain 
the imminent threat of the Ebola virus.  
According to NPR, other possible therapies 
and vaccines are being considered, 
including the use of blood from those 
who have survived the virus to trigger 
an immune response similar to the one 
created by the vaccine. 

With so much research being done to 
contain and eventually end the Ebola 
epidemic, hope for West African countries 
and the rest of the world is beginning to 
emerge. 

By TIFFANY CHEN ’18
Contributing Writer

This year’s annual organization fair on Sept. 10 
took place on the Chapel Lawn and featured over 150 
organizations. They included cultural organizations such 
as the Korean Society Association and organizations 
dedicated to specific interests such as political awareness, 
including Advocates for North Korean Human Rights and 
Peace Coalition. Dance organizations, including FreeStyle 
and Dance Collective, as well as intramural sports such as 
Sailing Club and Quidditch were also present.

Apart from previously existing organizations, new 
organizations made a presence at the fair. These included 
Robogals, the Computer Science (CS) Club, the Wellesley 
Bitcoin Club, Wellesley Game and Fish and the Wellesley 
Investment Profile Initiative (WIPI).

Robogals, according to founder Tali Marcus ’15, aims to 
“increase female participation in engineering, science and 
technology through fun and educational initiatives aimed 
at girls in elementary and middle school.” 

Robogals is focused on hosting introductory 
programming, robotics and engineering workshops in 
the community in an attempt to introduce young girls to 
unfamiliar fields, though young boys are definitely not 
forbidden to join in. 

Another technology club, CS Club, founded by Joanna 
Bi ’15 and Sheridan Sunier ’15, has a threefold purpose. It 
includes providing a forum for events within the computer 
science community as well as enrichment opportunities 
through tech-related events. Multiple events will be held 
throughout the fall semester, including hackathons, coding 
workshops, networking and social events. Tentative future 
plans include reaching out to other schools in the Boston 
area for intercollegiate activities such as conferences and 

networking. 
The Wellesley Bitcoin Club, founded by Jinglan Wang 

’16, Shannon Lu ’16 and Tara Gupta ’16, aims to broaden 
female presence in Bitcoin by creating an environment 
to understand and facilitate its innovation. The Bitcoin 
Club hopes to open more opportunities for women in the 
intersection of STEM fields and finance.

Future plans include Bitcoin trading, creating 
bitcoin-related software and microfinance initiatives in 
impoverished areas to empower women. The club also 
plans to collaborate with the MIT Bitcoin Club in hacking 
activities and with Phi Delta Phi in holding discussions 
about Bitcoin legislation. 

Wellesley Game and Fish, formed by Anne Meyers ’17, 
aims not only to encourage Wellesley students to become 
aware of the on-campus wildlife, but also to relieve the 
stereotypical image of “gross” animals such as spiders 
and garter snakes. The wildlife organization hopes to host 
events such as fishing, bird watching and frog catching, as 
well as to extend an opportunity to obtain fishing licenses.

The WIPI, sponsored by Fidelity Investments and the 
Center for Work and Service (CWS), presents students 
with hands-on investing experience. Founders Eka Zhao 
’16 and Gabrielle Chapman ’17 strive to confront the 
disadvantages Wellesley students encounter during the 
interview process for financial jobs. They realize that 
Wellesley students often lack hard skills and market 
knowledge. Activities include student participation in 
Fidelity-led investing workshops, learning how to manage 
student-run paper portfolios and participating in formal 
mentoring programs.

The number of new organizations is small compared 
to the amount of constituted orgs at Wellesley, but each 
adds more to Wellesley’s diversity, whether in cultural, 
academic, professional, recreational or artistic ways.

Wellesley ushers in new organizations 
Clubs include Wellesley Game and Fish, Robogals, Bitcoin, WIPI and CS Club 

ALICE LIANG ’16, CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

SOOJIN JEONG ‘17 PHOTOGRAPHER EDITOR 

Over 150 organizations, including several new clubs, welcomed students at the Org Fair on the Chapel Lawn on Wednesday.

Students stop by the table of the newly founded CS club 
to sign up for more information.

By ELINOR HIGGINS ’18
Contributing Columnist

Ebola vaccine trials begin testing on humans
EYE ON SCIENCE



By HANNAH JUNG ’17
Contributing Writer

At the much-anticipated Apple event held last Tuesday 
in Cupertino, California, Apple CEO Tim Cook launched 
a line of several new products, including the newest 
smartphone model from Apple, the iPhone 6 and the 
rumored Apple Watch.

The biggest announcement was the Apple Watch, a 
compact computer in a wearable device. The Apple Watch 
introduces new competition to the wearable technology 
market populated by Google’s Android Wear and similar 
products released by Samsung and Motorola. The product 
features interchangeable straps and a scrolling wheel used 
for navigation and can be used to view photos, reply to 
messages, navigate using Apple Maps and send sketches 
created with a user’s finger. The Apple Watch’s features 
also have a heavy emphasis on monitoring and improving 
health and fitness. 

While many questioned Apple’s ability to innovate 
following the death of the previous co-founder, chairman 
and CEO Steve Jobs, Cook believes that the launch of the 
Apple Watch is the company’s answers to those doubts.

“We believe this product will redefine what people 
expect from this category. I’m so proud to share it with 
you this morning. It’s the next chapter in Apple’s story.” 
he announced.

While Apple’s new product is novel, it may be a little 
superfluous for the average student buyer.  Some, like Rie 
Maeda ’16, don’t see the need in having more technology 
built into a watch.

“A watch is a watch; it’s supposed to tell you the time.  I 
don’t get why you have to change something that has been 
around for such a long time,” she said. “Plus, I feel like it 
would be distracting; I would want to be sending drawings 
to my friends during class.”

The sentiment is echoed by Chasity Davis ’15, who 
believes it may be overstepping its function as a watch.

“The watch is going a little too much. Some people 
may be able to make use of it, but I would rather just 
carry around my phone to message people. The watch is 
oversimplifying things.”

Apple also released the newest model of its phone, the 
iPhone 6, which is most markedly characterized by its 
larger size, a response to the “phablet,” or phone and tablet 
combation, trend that has been infiltrating the mobile 
device market. 

One of the iPhone’s main competitors, the Samsung 

Galaxy S5, measures 5.1 inches across the screen. The 
new iPhone 6 measures 4.7 inches across, while the 
iPhone 6 Plus is even larger than the Galaxy S5, featuring 
a 5.5-inch screen. The size increase has been met with 
mixed reviews, with some such as Claire Devlin ’18 
wondering whether the larger size will detract from the 
mobile aspect of owning a mobile phone.

“I personally wouldn’t go bigger than the iPhone 5, 
because I want my cellphone to be a cellphone and not 
turn into a tablet,” she says.  

This sentiment is reiterated by Maeda. “I wouldn’t 
want a larger cellphone because the iPhone 5 is perfect.  
I can put it into my jacket pocket; a larger one is an 
inconvenience.”  

Other students, including Davis, are intrigued by the 
idea of having a larger screen.

“Perhaps the larger screen is appealing in its practicality.  
Rather than always carrying around a laptop or a tablet, 
you can watch a movie comfortably on your phone with 
a larger screen. I think it’s also indicative of the ‘bigger 
is better’ trend, and it seems like that is very much still 
applicable in our society.”

Both models feature a new retina HD display and are 
thinner than the previous iPhone 5, with the iPhone 6 
measuring 6.9 millimeters in thickness and the iPhone 6 
Plus 7.1 mm.  Both new iPhones, powered by Apple’s A8 
chip, are rumored to have a 25 percent faster processing 
power and 50 percent faster graphics.

However, even Apple’s software and hardware upgrades 
aren’t enough for some to consider updating their current 
phone. “I’m definitely not going to upgrade. I don’t 
believe in the whole hype of getting a new iPhone every 
time there’s a new model,” says Maeda.  “Features like the 
new camera will be of interest to people who are taking 
tons of photos and tons of selfies, but I don’t do that, so it 
doesn’t necessarily appeal to me.”

Apple reported a record number of pre-orders for the 
iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. The most popular models 
were the 16 GB version in gold and silver, as well as the 
128 GB model in gray. The phones include a barometer 
that measures air pressure and an eight-megapixel iSight 
camera with the feature Focus Pixels, a technology that 
previously only existed in larger DSLR cameras.  

Other announcements included the launch of Apple Pay, 
a mobile payment system that Apple hopes will change 
the way consumers pay for items.  Apple has teamed up 
with American Express, MasterCard and Visa to create 
the Apple Pay system, which focuses on maintaining 

consumer privacy. Cashiers cannot see a customer’s 
name, card number or security code.  While Apple isn’t 
the first company to launch a mobile payment system, 
the company is hoping that their technology will make 
mobile payment both easier and universal, aspects lacking 
in similar products put out by companies such as Google, 
PayPal Mobile, Square and Amazon.  

Apple’s new releases are helping the company stay 
relevant in a constantly evolving market.  To compete 
with companies like Samsung and HTC, Apple is catering 
to the trends being introduced into technology.

“The new iPhone reminds me of the [Samsung] Galaxy, 
and there is always going to be tension between different 
companies. I think it will add to the debate going around 
about which phone is the best,” Davis observed.

Not only does Apple have to keep up with its competition, 
it also has to keep up with consumer preferences. As the 
“phablet” trend shows, practicality and mobility are of 
great importance to customers, as people are trying to 
condense the size of the devices that they carry. But will 
phones ever get to the point where they replace computers? 

“It depends on what other software would be available 
on these mobile devices. There are tablet versions of 
commonly used softwares such as Microsoft Office, but 
for me, working with a full keyboard and being able to 
have the screen propped up in front of me will never lose 
its practicality,” Davis said.

By TASHAY CAMPBELL ’18
Contributing Writer

For the majority of first-time college 
students, the transition into higher 
education can be as exhilarating as it is 
nerve-wrecking. Challenging courses, 
exciting social events, delicious (or barely 
palatable) dining hall food and communal 
showers are all expected parts of the typical 
college experience. 

But of all these components of a college 
education, perhaps the most important is 
housing — specifically, who you will be 
living with for the next year. 

A good roommate can be a source of 
fun, support and encouragement, someone 
who gives you a feeling of community 
and comfort. Conversely, a poorly-
matched roommate can lead to hostility, 
awkwardness and a negative impression of 
your new home. 

To avoid the latter, it is best that students 
personally indicate with whom they’d like 

to room or be carefully matched by the 
College.

My initial impression of my roommate 
is different than it is today. I’ve always 
known we’d get along but I didn’t have a 
clue how well. 

I can’t recall the amount of times we’ve 
been asked, “Did you guys know each 
other before coming here?” No, we didn’t. 

Well, not quite. Thanks to Facebook, 
prior to our move-in day, we’d met 
virtually, had some conversations, shared 
our interests, hopes and expectations. We 
eventually decided to room together.

Though I decided to choose my own 
roommate, mostly out of fear I’d be 
matched with a roommate from hell. 
Many of the friends I made at Spring Open 
Campus were brave enough to do allow 
random rooming assignments. 

For most, it worked out well. The 
majority of them at least got along with 
their roommate, were on decent terms and 
had natural conversations, though never 

spent much time together otherwise. A few 
weren’t very fond of their roommates. 

Of the latter, I’ve witnessed friends 
actively steer clear of their own rooms 
or desperately hope their roommates 
weren’t home in order to avoid awkward 
exchanges.

 Poor matches can be made when 
students choose their own roommate based 
on dishonest self descriptions, whether 
intentional or otherwise. 

If both parties are completely honest and 
upfront, finding a good match is plausible. 
The decision to go through roommate 
assignment or to choose your roommate is 
dependent upon what you are looking for 
in your roommate. 

If you have a lot of expectations and 
want a strong bond with your roommate, 
it’s best to choose for yourself since you 
know yourself better than anyone else. If 
you’re not looking for a best friend in a 
roommate or are open to anything, random 
assignments are the better option. 

Even if you’re a “loner” or prefer to be 
in a single, a roommate is essential during 
your first year of college. They’re almost 
always your first friend. You’ll have more 
of a greater sense of community and will 
be glad to know that someone else is as 
nervous as you are.

Picking your roommate or being 
carefully matched by the College seems 
to be the best option, in my perspective. 
There are many different personalities 
here at Wellesley — some that will 
harmonize and others that’ll combust upon 
interaction. 

My roommate is perhaps one of the 
reasons I love my new home as much as I 
do. We sing at the top of our lungs, I make 
fun of her slight accent, she threatens to 
throw me out almost daily and we revel in 
locking each other out. Sure, my friends 
who chose random matching have good 
times too, but we’re definitely taking the 
award for Roommates of the Year.
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Optimizing your first-year roommate experience

Apple unveils new iPhone 6 and Apple Watch
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The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 
Court allowed Wellesley College to lift the 
selling restrictions created by its founder, 
Henry Durant, on North 40 in May. North 
40 is a triangular 46-acre parcel of land 
that Wellesley plans to sell together with 
Rollins Lot to raise much-needed funding 
for academic initiatives such as Campus 
Renewal. However, residents from the 
town of Wellesley strongly oppose the 
College selling the land to a private 
developer. The are concerned that such a 
sale will hurt the surrounding envrionment 
and residential community.  

The opponents of the sale have suggested 
that the College sell North 40 to a 
conservancy instead of a developer. This 
alternative would preserve the open land, 
which would continue to benefit the Town 
of Wellesley. At the same time, the College 
would still make a profit.

Unfortunately, selling North 40 to a 
conversancy is a longer and much more 
costly process. The College would also 
gain considerably lower profits than 
if it sold to a developer. Despite these 
drawbacks, the College should still uphold 
its responsibility as a neighbor to the town 
by choosing help preserve North 40.

Nevertheless, town residents recognize 
the College’s right to decide on the fate of 
North 40. The administration insists that 
Durant wanted the College to use the land 
to provide for women’s higher education. 
Except, Wellesley College cannot safely 
use North 40 for academic purposes. The 
College can only sell the land, but the 
question still remains: Sell to whom?

Selling the area to the highest bidder 
is inethical considering the negative 
consequences such a sale has on the Town 
of Wellesley. Wellesley College should 
prioritze long-run conservation over 
immediate financial relief. Taking the time 
to research other longer-term sources of 

revenue will benefit the overall good. 
We have thus far allowed Wellesley 

residents to use the land for community 
gardens and recreational activities. This 
solidarity does not prove that our good 
deed is done, especially as we continue 
to share the same environment with 
the town. While a $25 million profit is 
attractive for the sake of funding Campus 

Renewal, a shopping mall or other private 
development will disrupt the town, College 
and surrounding communities. Members 
of the College community also treasure 
the trees, wildlife and hush of wilderness 
that  around us. A private development of 
North 40 would bring more traffic and an 
encroachment of concrete, harming the 
natural environment. 

The College’s pressing need for funding 
results from a significant lack of forward 
thinking and planning. The administration 
currently claims to have financial 
responsibility to sell to the highest bidder 
after neglecting financial responsibility to 
maintain campus buildings for decades. We 
need to address the budget problems that 
we have ourselves created without harming 
the Town of Wellesley. Overarching costs, 
accrued from increasing the number of 
adminstrative appointments, have driven 
up tuition fees and added financial stress. 
Wellesley College can save money 
by  reasonably reducing the pool of 
appointment and reallocating the money to 
Campus renewal.

North 40 is a bustling laboratory of 
wildlife, community gardens and natural 
resources. Selling this land to a private 
developer may be the easiest and most 
profitable reuse, but The Wellesley News 
opposes this solution. We believe it is in 
our best interest — not our monetary 
interest, but our values — to conserve the 
open land. 

Conserve North 40: a land without a price tag 

The College’s 
pressing need 

for funding 
results from a 

significant lack of 
forward thinking 
and planning.  

By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
Staff Writer

A crucial issue facing the United States 
today is the question of how to handle this 
year’s influx of undocumented immigrants. 
Since the beginning of 2014, 60,000 of 
these migrants have been identified as 
unaccompanied children from Mexico 
and Central America. Debate rages over 
whether President Barack Obama should 
use an executive order to prevent the 
pending deportation of these individuals 
before the 2014 congressional midterm 
elections. While fellow Democrats 
criticize his inaction, Republicans 
maintain that he should act in accordance 
with the Constitution and allow Congress 
to pass immigration reform. I believe that 
the President should combat this pressing 
issue by allowing the states most affected 
by the issue, such as California and Texas, 
to craft their own immigration policies and 
help streamline the country’s adoption and 
citizenship process. 

Most of the 10 million undocumented 
immigrants in the United States are 
concentrated in the American Southwest 
and New Jersey. Congress is gridlocked 
between two intransigent political parties, 
and some representatives have little 
incentive to reform a policy that does not 
directly impact their own constituents. 
Because of this, federal immigration 
reform is unlikely to come soon. 
Legislatures from the aforementioned 
areas are cognizant of the implications 
of a broken immigration system on their 
communities so they are more willing 
to enact new policies. While states like 
Arizona have discriminatory immigrant 
laws, the beauty of American democracy 
is that individuals and grassroots groups 
can overturn the status quo by presenting 
their concerns to the government and 
wider public. If these affected states are 
allowed to legislate their own laws under 
the scrutiny of the state and their Supreme 
Courts, then the needs of undocumented 
immigrants wishing to become American 
citizens can be met more efficiently and 
humanely.

Undocumented immigrants are not the 
sowers of discord and leeches of social 
services so simplistically caricatured by 

American culture. It is well documented 
that they raise our standard of living by 
increasing productivity and our demand 
for consumer goods. According to the 
Cato Institute, the legalization of low-
skilled undocumented immigrant workers 
can increase our country’s GDP by $180 
billion in the next decade. However, their 
multiplicity of experiences, dreams and 
beliefs cannot simply be reduced to a set 
of impressive statistics. These immigrants 
enter the United States for a taste of 
economic and political freedom and a 
change to compose their own destiny. In 
the process, they challenge Americans to 
reconsider their beliefs and views of the 
world. And how are they treated? After 
getting low-paying jobs, many struggle to 
find an affordable attorney to aid them in 
filling out cumbersome paperwork before 
waiting for a court summons that never 
seems to come. The flaws do not end 
there: Even after becoming citizens, these 
immigrants endure discrimination in many 
areas.

While the United States immigration 
system is broken, it can be fixed in a 
number of ways. Besides allowing affected 
states to pass their own immigration 
reform, the federal government should 
increase its subsidies to pro-bono 
immigration attorneys to reward them for 
their efforts and encourage other lawyers 
to follow suit. The specific problem of the 

recent flood of migrant children can be 
solved through their incorporation into the 
U.S. adoption system. There is a surplus 
of people who cannot adopt because of 
the difficult procedure. This issue can 
be resolved through a new process that 
would provide attorneys who can help 
these children become adopted American 
citizens. The backlog of unexamined 
immigrant cases can be solved by hiring 
more employees in the Department of 
Homeland Security. While these policies 
may contribute to more U.S. immigration, 
they would also integrate new immigrants 
into American society and strengthen the 
country’s immigration system for future 
generations. 

Ultimately, the success of America’s 
immigration reform does not depend on 
the choices of our nation’s leaders. Rather, 
it hinges on the ability of American 
citizens to recognize the inherent 
humanity of undocumented immigrants 
and shelve the stagnant prejudices about 
them that permeate our culture. Unsound 
political policies are dangerous, but not 
as dangerous as the assumption that 
some people deserve more dignity than 
others because of their country of origin. 
Until we can overcome the roadblocks of 
erroneous thinking inside of us, we cannot 
possibly hope to mend the rift that exists 
between us.

 Immigration reform starts with a 
change in laws and attitudes

LIA WANG ’16 GRAPHICS EDITOR
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Student burdens call for better 
loan management programs

Student debt in the United States currently surmounts 
$1.2 trillion. Contributing to this debt are 155,000 
people who did not receive their social security checks 
because they defaulted on their student loans. At the 
same time, the federal government has made a $66 
billion profit from student loans between 2007 and 
2012 according to a Government Accountability Office 
Report. As student loan statistics have become more 
alarming, American society has shifted its focus from 
learning in college to how 
to pay for college.  Higher 
education, on one hand, is 
a profitable business for 
many: banks, loan services 
and the government 
itself. However, more 
frightening is the fact that 
victims of student loans 
view education not as a 
source that inspires them 
to pursue higher goals in 
their fields or explore the 
beauty of knowledge but 
as a bad investment.  

Due to the increase of 
university spending and a 
decline in public subsidies 
and private endowments, 
the costs of attending 
college will always be on 
the rise. However, this 
tendency does not explain 
why so many have to 
suffer from high interest 
rates on their loans, be 
poorly treated by loan service 
firms, or spend more time working part-time jobs than 
studying.

The federal government already pays $600 million a 
year to different loan collectors, but much too often, 
collectors fail to manage students’ accounts properly. 
The Department of Education has put forward a bill 
that proposes paying more to loan services whose 
borrowers actively repay their loans and less to those 
whose borrowers are delinquent. This step might 
provide a solution to part of the problem, but the bill 
could be taken a lot further. According to the U.S. 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the student 
loan debt has become the largest form of consumer 
debt outside of mortgages. In order to deal with it, we 
need more definite measures.

If every college and university had consultants who 
helped students choose the best loan service firm 
and made sure they were not falling behind on their 
repayment plans, then students would feel supported 

by the institution. If students could choose to start 
repaying their loans only after they have graduated 
and have found a job, then they would concentrate on 
studying. If the interest rate for every student loan, be 
it private, federal,or school-offered, was the same and 
minimal, then they would be able to repay their loans 
much faster and much more easily.   

Even Wellesley, which gives substantial financial 
aid and does much to support its students and meet 

their full financial needs, 
does not work with any 
specific loan service firm, 
and the loans that it offers 
have exorbitant interest 
rates (4.66 percent for the 
Stafford loan, 5 percent 
for the Federal Perkins 
and Plitt-Kirgan Loans 
and 9% percent for the 
Wellesley College Loan). 

While each of these 
ideas would create 
additional expenses for 
schools in the short-
run, over time it would 
be beneficial for both 
loan takers and loan 
providers if they were 
implemented. Students 
would be able to better 
cope with the burden 
of student loans. They 
would have the chance 
to pay more attention 
to their studies, become 
better experts in their 

fields, enjoy attending their colleges and universities 
and be proud of receiving an undergraduate degree. 
Should, however, more students fall into delinquency, 
their tuitions will probably never get paid and fewer 
high school graduates will consider attending a 
university. These outcomes might prove as disastrous 
for loan providers in the long run as they were for many 
banks in 2008. After all, the 2008 bubble burst due to 
an increasing amount of late payments. People just 
took out more and more loans they could not afford. 

Hence, universities, the government and loan services 
ought to start believing in students by allowing them 
to receive a higher education without the stress of 
the student loan. Even though the steps to solve this 
problem are harsh, they are necessary. Lower interest 
rates and help from loan service firms will improve the 
performance of students in class and dispel any doubts 
about whether it was the right decision.     

LIA WANG ‘16, GRAPHICS EDITOR

To the editors:
As Wellesley College students return to school for the 2014-2015 academic year, they arrive at the scene of debate over 

the future of the college-owned 46-acres of woodlands bordered by Route 135, Turner Road and Weston Road, known to town 
residents as the North 40.  With hopes to raise funds toward on-campus upgrades, Wellesley College successfully obtained 
permission to disregard the deed of Henry Durant, the donor of the land, allowing them to move toward selling the land to the 
highest bidder.  However, a sale that singles out financial gain as a sole deciding factor between potential buyers, one that turns 
a blind eye to conservation and environmental preservation, could have irrevocably devastating consequences both for Wellesley 
College and the greater Wellesley community.

Wellesley College has a long history of being part of a mutually-beneficial relationship between itself and the Town of Wellesley.  
For many years, the College has accepted Wellesley High School students into some of their classes in order to supplement their 
learning experience in the public schools.  In turn, Wellesley Public Schools grants students at the College with first priority over 
student teaching positions throughout the district.  Wellesley College has also collaborated with various town departments on a 
number of projects, ranging in area from law enforcement to energy consumption.

Needless to say, the issue of the North 40’s fate provides Wellesley College with a new opportunity to recognize and prioritize 
the importance of its relationship with the larger community.  Who the college chooses to sell the 46 acres of relatively-untouched 
wilderness to will dictate the level of positive or negative impact the sale will have on the surrounding community.  If sold to a 
developer and built upon, town residents will lose the valuable natural resource they have come to respect and use with the college’s 
permission and have it replaced with gridlocked traffic, an increased maintenance burden on town finances and a decreased 
quality of life.  Wellesley College, also subject to worsened traffic conditions, will be putting its water supply and reputation as a 
believer in environmental stewardship at risk.

But Wellesley College can choose to prevent this level of catastrophe through opting to sell the land to a more responsible buyer 
that intends to conserve and protect its natural beauty.  There are various avenues through which this could be accomplished, 
many of which would maintain a level of profitability for the school while still meeting requests for resource preservation and 
protection.  Groups of passionate volunteers in Wellesley that believe in “preserving Wellesley’s emerald necklace,” like the Friends 
of Wellesley North 40, are willing able to help seek out and utilize these processes.

For the community surrounding the North 40, the reasons for and benefits from seeking an environmentally-respectful answer 
to the land’s fate are many in number.  Neighbors of the property, who have treasured the College’s generosity in granting them 
access to the land over the years, would be able to continue to use it for hiking, biking, dog-walking, gardening and many other 
life-enriching activities.  Myriad species, ranging from deer and coyotes to red-tailed hawks and bluebirds, would have their homes 
saved.  Traffic in the immediate area of the land would remain at its current levels, and new financial burdens on the part of the 
town to fund new maintenance and school enrollment costs would not be necessary.

Wellesley College would also benefit from selling the North 40 into a land trust or other conservation status.  The school would 
be able to rely on continued protection of the aquifer under the North 40 that feeds their prized private water supply, which could 
be put at risk by commercial development.  The College would also be keeping to its previously declared focuses on environmental 
stewardship and sustainability, as outlined in a recent letter from President H. Kim Bottomly and the College’s 2025 Plan for 
Campus Renewal.  Of course, the College would also be preserving a positive relationship with its neighbors throughout Wellesley, 
demonstrating its dedication to playing a positive role in the community.

In the end, the leadership of Wellesley College is left with a decision, in which they must consider the disastrous consequences of 
moving for a quick sale of the North 40 with motives based only in immediate profit.  The consequences of putting aside values in 
preserving natural resources will inevitably return to weigh down Wellesley College in the near and distant future.  It is left up to 
not only community activists, but Wellesley College students and faculty, to make their voices heard in order to ensure that school 
does not make an irrevocable mistake of this magnitude.

— Matthew Hornung, Wellesley High School

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The audacity 
of hopelessly 
standing by

Obama’s foreign policy failure
By LIZAMARIA ARIAS ’17

Contributing Columnist

In the last few months, President Barack Obama has 
come under fire by members of both parties regarding 
what many see as a passive approach to significant 
world events. Russian aggression in Ukraine and the 
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant’s (ISIL) reign of 
terror in the Middle East had little immediate effect 
on the president’s foreign policy. On August 28, 
months after the surge of ISIL and over a week after 
the beheading of American journalist James Foley, 
Obama drew intense criticism when he stood in front 
of members of the press and said, “We don’t have a 
strategy yet.”

Obama has been reluctant to use any sort of 
rhetoric that could be misconstrued as bellicose when 
dealing with both Russia and ISIL. After our long 
periods of involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan, it is 
understandable that the president would try to proceed 
with caution. 

However, proceeding with caution and proceeding 
with a lack of conviction or clear objectives are two 
very different approaches. President Obama’s aversion 
to realpolitik is, in theory, admirable. In a perfect 
world, we would all like to achieve peace through 
diplomacy. However, the situation we are living is far 
from a utopia.  When dealing with groups such as ISIL 
that seek to terrorize, demonize and demoralize, it is 
important that we do not show hesitation or reluctance 
to engage. In last week’s address to the nation, Obama 
revealed that airstrikes would be expanded to include 
Syria and seemed more willing to expand American 
involvement. The address alluded to a  more clearly 
delineated plan, but it is still a stretch to claim that 
President Obama has an overarching, cohesive foreign 
policy. 

Even former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
’69 expressed her frustration with the president’s 
seemingly inchoate strategy.  In an interview with The 
Atlantic last month she quipped, “Great nations need 
organizing principles, and ‘Don’t do stupid stuff’ is 
not an organizing principle.”  

The American public needs to know that their 
president is prepared to make difficult decisions and 
step up even when he is more comfortable standing 
back. We would all like to avoid conflict, but sometimes 
situations demand action, and standing by while a 
terrorist group beheads American and British citizens 
is not the message we should be sending out into the 
world. Nations with a clearly outlined strategy send 
the message that if their sovereignty is challenged, 
they have plan to respond. Having a strategy in and 
of itself is not aggression. By haphazardly responding 
(or not responding) to situations that arise abroad, 
we have perpetuated the idea that we are not willing 
or ready to deal with challenges to both our security 
and our place on the international stage. America has 
always been a leader in international affairs.  In an era 
when radical ideology seeks to undermine American 
interests and bring harm to Americans across the globe 
simply because they are American, it is inexcusable 
for us to stand back.

Standing by as passive observers has not worked 
out well in the past. American influence abroad has 
created its fair share of problems, but that is no reason 
to withdraw from the international stage, especially 
at such a crucial time as this. The advancement of 
American ideals and retention of America’s position 
of power on the world stage is not something that 
should be ascribed a negative connotation. However, 
advancing American ideals and ensuring the retention 
of our influence does not necessarily mean we should 
launch a full scale war effort.  President Obama’s 
decision to expand airstrikes to Syria was a logical 
step.  Rushing into another long-term conflict without 
thoroughly assessing the situation would be a mistake.  
What I am criticizing here is not President Obama’s 
response to the situation but how long it took him to 
respond.  When a leader has an overarching plan, a 
clear idea of where he wants to lead his country, he 
is better prepared to deal with specific situations. 
There should be no hesitation, no ambivalence, no 
oscillation between doing something and watching 
things happen. We do not have the luxury of time.

America needs a concrete foreign policy strategy. 
Strategy breeds purpose — it removes any doubt that 
if provoked, not only will we respond promptly, but 
that we will have a plan to respond. Our allies need to 
understand that we will support them and our foes need 
to know that we will oppose them. Most importantly, 
the American people need to know that we are not 
stumbling around blindly on the international stage.

By VICTORIA ANGELOVA ’18
Contributing Writer

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM



By SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Staff Writer

Romance: People are going to bang, 
and we’re going to talk about it. 

Watch: “A to Z”
NBC, premieres Oct. 2
Thursdays at 9:30 p.m.

I’m a little nervous to recommend this 
because it comes off as a TV show version 
of “500 Days of Summer.” But as with the 
movie, I was disarmingly charmed by the 
pilot. The question at the end of the pilot 
is whether the couple breaks up or gets 
married. By the end of the first episode, I 
really wanted to know. (Please get married 
and have beautiful brunette babies.) Katey 
Segal’s voiceover is done incredibly well, 
and I’m excited to see Cristina Miloti as 
something other than the glorified uterus 
on “How I Met Your Mother.” It does lean 
a little heavily on idealistic romance and a 
well-placed mellow guitar, but I’ll probably 
watch every episode until it’s cancelled 
which, because of traditionally low 
ratings for NBC Thursdays, is very likely. 

Avoid: “Manhattan Love Story”
ABC, premieres Sept. 30
Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m.

Everytime I think society might be 
progressing past its traditional gender 
views, a show like “Manhattan Love 
Story” comes along and drop-kicks my 
idealism. We start with Peter walking 
down the street thinking about all the 
women he would bang, culminating in his 
internal debate over a pregnant woman. 
Spoiler: the boobs win out, so it’s a yes. 
Then we have a similar scene with Dana 
except with purses she could buy. Get it? 
The joke is that women like to buy stuff. 
The premise is that these two people are 
going to fall in love, but they don’t seem to 
be particularly compatible and don’t even 
seem to like each other. Jake McDorman: 
you were great as the Craigslist Killer, so 
ditch this mess and play to your strengths.  

Wait and see: “The Affair”
Showtime, premieres Oct. 12
Sundays at 9 p.m.

By not being on network television, 
“The Affair” has potential to truly explore 
the dynamics of marriage and infidelity. 
Despite having a strong cast, including 
Maura Tierney and Dominic West, 
the Hamptons setting and blurred lens 
shooting makes the initial glimpses of 
this show less like thoughtful drama and 
more like awkward soft-core porn. While 
the character archetypes of the “struggling 
writer” and “waitress with a troubled past” 
seem a little bit played out, the show writers 
do have some potentially interesting 
material to work with, which could result 
in some original and compelling television. 

Dramas: Grey charcoal buildings and a 
lot of dialogue about murder weapons.

Watch: “How To Get Away With 
Murder”

ABC, premieres Sept. 25
Thursdays at 10 p.m.

Everyone, get ready for ABC’s Super 
Shonda Power Hours! With the incredibly 
popular “Grey’s Anatomy” and “Scandal” 

already commanding Thursday night 
ratings, Shonda Rhimes introduces “How 
to Get Away With Murder,” which promises 
classic Shonda Rhimes drama set in law 
school. Viola Davis is already a great 
commanding presence. “I wanna be her” 
says a character about Davis’ intimidating/
amazing law professor and litigator, and I 
definitely agree. The younger cast such as 
Harry Potter’s Alfred Enoch and Gilmore 
Girls’ Liza Weil offer a great supporting 
cast of soon-to-be corrupted, idealistic law 
students. Shonda Rhimes’ shows include a 
variety of representation, which is always 
a huge plus. Frankly, I’m already obsessed.  

Avoid: “Stalker”
CBS, premieres Oct. 1
Wednesday at 10 p.m.

You know what television really doesn’t 
need? More gratuitous violence against 
women. Despite the fact that I’ll always 
root for Nikita’s Maggie Q, the show relies 
on basic procedural archetypes. Her new 
partner is introduced as “big personality, 
never married, sleeps around.” They might 
as well rename him Maverick McRugged 
and be done. Maggie Q’s own “no-
nonsense” character is swooning for him 
by the end of the pilot. I’ll try not to spoil 
things for you, but she has a “troubled 
past.” Despite the fact that she seems 
actually qualified and intelligent, the show 
tries to push for the sense that she needs his 
untraditional ways despite the fact that he’s 
blasé, unqualified and sexist. The creator 
has already had to defend the show’s 
gratuitous violence. There is nothing 
here that you couldn’t get on Criminal 
Minds or SVU, except a lot more sexism! 

Wait and see: “Gotham”
FOX, premieres Sept. 22
Mondays at 8 p.m.

Does the world really need another dark 
Batman? Didn’t we all get our fill with 
Nolan’s Batman triolgy? Despite that, 
the Batman canon does boast interesting 
moral quandaries and diverse villains. 
Gotham is less the story of Batman and 
more the story of Jim Gordon before he 
became the commissioner. Ben McKenzie 
plays a cop perfectly, especially after 
his great run on Southland. Superheroes 
are popular now, and Gotham could 
capitalize on that. If Gotham focuses 
more on Gordon and what made Gotham 
so messed up and less on Bruce Wayne, 
Gotham could have incredible promise. 

Comedies: Laugh tracks that will 
inevitably annoy you.

Watch: “Marry Me”
NBC, premieres Oct.14
Thursdays at 9 p.m.

Casey Wilson and Ken Marino might be 
our generation’s Lucy and Ricky Ricardo. 
Wilson and Marino play Annie and Jake, 
a couple that navigates the pitfalls of 
their relationship after mishaps with the 
marriage proposal. Casey Wilson plays the 
zany and emotional Annie incredibly well, 
making her likable while still keeping her 
emotional and being true to her character. 
She has a real gift for physical comedy. 
Ken Marino plays the straight man well 
while not coming across like he’s ruining 
the fun. Most importantly, the characters 
seem to like each other and genuinely 

enjoy being together, unlike other sitcom 
couples. The few previews seem to be full 
of romantic joy, which will be nice to watch. 

Avoid: “Selfie” 
ABC, premieres Sept. 30
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

“Selfie” is a good example of something 
created in a boardroom in order to 
make money instead of to entertain or 
as an outlet for creativity. The show 
was definitely created when executives 
plugged the words “youth” and “Internet” 
into a computer. The pilot lacks subtlety 
and thinks a cheesy music cue can win 
over viewers. The “My Fair Lady” 
premise doesn’t translate well and you 
root for exactly zero of the characters. It 
can’t even go for the campy charm of the 
Chainsmoker’s hit song “#SELFIE” but 
tries to with its relentless and incessant 
pop culture references. The show tries to 
go for spoofs of different Internet cliques 
(the Zooey Deschanel Wannabe, the Insta-
famous) but doesn’t really understand 
them or really know why it would be funny. 
John Cho and Karen Gillian are way more 

talented than this and should know better. 

Wait and see: “Mulaney”
Fox, premieres Oct. 5
Sundays at 9:30 p.m.

John Mulaney is one of the best comics 
working right now. He won an Emmy for 
Saturday Night Live’s character Stefon 
and his New In Town special was one of 
the best stand ups of the year. However, 
previews of “Mulaney” feature an 
awkward traditional sitcom between his 
stand-up sets, giving it a loose, Seinfeld-
like structure. The problem is, the show 
doesn’t seem as innovative and as brilliant 
as Seinfeld. Nor does it seem to have the 
pleasant hang-out vibe of “Friends.” The 
show seems to want New York to be a 
character, which has already been done. 
We get it — New York is big and scary 
but has life to it! There is still time though 
because Mulaney has an incredible gift 
for comedy, and his show has a wonderful 
and reliable cast including Nasim Perdad, 
a reliable SNL alumna. If Mulaney 
abandons or riffs on the traditional 
sitcom, he could create a great comedy. 
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Fall TV preview: what to watch out for

COURTESY OF NBC AND ABC

ARTS IN THE NEWS

FOLK MUSIC

Eddie Adcock won this year’s Steve Martin Prize for 
Excellence in Banjo and Bluegrass, a distinction which 
entails a $50,000 cash prize. Adcock, 76, a past Grammy 
Award nominee, began his career sharing the stage with 
bluegrass musicians like Bill Monroe. He later joined  
Country Gentlemen, a pioneering bluegrass group that 
toured and released music during the ’50s and ’60s. 
Adcock received this award after trudging through a slew 
of medical issues. In 2007, he underwent a series of brain 
surgeries to fix tremors in his right hand. In his last few 
surgeries, Adcock played his banjo to help doctors identify 
which part of his brain to treat.  

THEATER 

The BEAT (Brooklyn Emerging Artists in Theater)  
festival kicked off Sept. 10 in Brooklyn and runs through 
Sept. 20. This is the third run of the 10-day, almost entirely 
outdoor, festival, which stretches from Sunset Park to 
East New York and includes dance, theater and music in 
various public spaces. Improvised “stages” for this year’s 
festival include a farmers market, Green-Wood Cemetery, 
and Barclays Center plaza. The goal of the festival is to 
immerse participants in the art, a sentiment emphasized by 
the festival’s official hashtag, “#FollowTheBEAT.” 

ART & ARCHAEOLOGY

This semester marks the start of an innovative program 
that links the University of Missouri with the Capitoline 
Museums in Rome, giving students a hands-on opportunity 
to study ancient artifacts. Students are now able to research 
and catalog the 249 Roman-era artifacts (black-glazed 
pottery) that were lent to the University of Missouri by 
the museums. The museum’s repository covers 150 years 
of excavations, far too many to be studied by the museum 
staff alone. The objects will be returned with thorough 
academic history that the museums could not provide on 
their own. In exchange, students in the Midwest will gain 
valuable experience with Mediterranean archaeology.

By KAT MALLARY ’17
Arts Editor
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Folk Music

Eddie Adcock won this year’s Steve Martin Prize for 
Excellence in Banjo and Bluegrass, a distinction which 
entails a $50,000 cash prize. Adcock, 76, a past Grammy 
Award nominee, began his career sharing the stage with 
bluegrass musicians like Bill Monroe. He later joined the 
Country Gentlemen, a pioneering bluegrass group during 
the ’50s and ’60s. Adcock received this award after trudging 
through a slew of medical issues. In 2007 he underwent a 
series of brain surgeries to fix tremors in his right hand. 
In his last few surgeries, Adcock played his banjo to help 
doctors identify which part of his brain to treat.  

Art & Archaeology

This semester marks the start of an innovative new 
program that links the University of Missouri with the 
Capitoline Museums in Rome, giving students a hands-on 
opportunity to study ancient artifacts. Students are now 
able to research and catalog the 249 Roman-era artifacts 
(black-glazed pottery) that were lent to the University of 
Missouri by the museums. The museum’s repository covers 
150 years of excavations—far too many to be studied by 
the museum’s staff alone—so the objects will be returned 
to the museum with a thorough academic history that the 
museums could not provide on their own. In exchange, 
students in the Midwest will gain valuable experience with 
Mediterranean archaeology.

Theater 

The BEAT (Brooklyn Emerging Artists in Theater)  
festival kicked off Sept. 10 in Brooklyn and runs through 
Sept. 20. This is the third run of the 10-day, almost entirely 
outdoor, festival, which stretches from Sunset Park to 
East New York, and includes dance, theater, and music in 
various public spaces. Improvised “stages” for this year’s 
festival include a farmers market, Green-Wood Cemetery, 
and Barclays Center plaza. The goal of the festival is to 
immerse participants in the art, a sentiment emphasized by 
the festival’s official hashtag, “#FollowTheBEAT.” 

By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Contributing Writer

Sometime in your life you might’ve heard the saying, 
“Only in New York.” Perhaps it’s the diverse eight million 
residents or the boundless opportunities that set the 
standards for a city where anything is possible. All I can 
say is, whoever coined that statement must have attended 
New York Fashion Week (NYFW).

Twice a year in New York City, seven to nine days 
are reserved for some of the most well-known fashion 
designers to wow the world with their ingenuity and 
style. Models, bloggers and spectators, including our 
very own Young-Eun Choi ’15 and Alexa Lee ’15, flock 
to the epicenter of America’s fashion scene to start off a 
series of semi-annual fashion weeks held in cities around 
the world: London, Milan, Paris and Berlin. Each year 
the expectations are high as the world waits patiently to 
see what will be in this season and what will be out. As 
NYFW begins this season, both amateur and experienced 
designers alike are anxious to put on a good show.

This year, companies made use of lavish stage setups, 
celebrity appearances and innovative technology to achieve 
a “wow factor.” In fact, those elements were combined 
to create some unforgettable shows. Tory Burch put out 
one of her best collections to date; a no-makeup, shaggy-
banged Kendall Jenner impressed at the Marc Jacobs 
show; 13-year-old designer Isabella Rose Taylor made an 
outstanding debut at her first fashion week. Beyond the 
designs, however, were some spectacular presentations 
that took the clothing to the next level.

Thom Browne. For a name that sounds so common, 
it’s hard to expect the perplexing, out-of-this-world stage 
presence he has. With that being said, his avant-garde 
Spring/Summer 2015 collection was what I describe as a 
“tripped out garden party.” His runway was composed of 
a manicured, green lawn and various pedestals on which 
models were posed as freakish garden statues. While 
upholding his usual experimentation with shape, we saw 
hints of British-inspired suit rigidity and garden party 
hat eccentricity. The verdict? In the words of Alice in 
Wonderland’s Mad Hatter, “Completely bonkers…but all 
the best people are.”

Miley Cyrus ditched twerking and made an appearance 
at NYFW for the debut of her new art collection, “Dirty 
Hippie.” Supported by Jeremy Scott, Cyrus created 

artworks consisting of various toys and trinkets (and some 
marijuana smoking devices) of all colors. These were 
placed along the catwalk as models strutted in Scott’s 
vibrant designs. While we obviously can’t predict the 
future of Cyrus’ career, it’s safe to say she’ll probably stick 
with the music industry from now on.

There’s one last major recurring element from this 
year’s NYFW: innovation. We saw it first in the cult 
label Opening Ceremony for their alternative approach 
to the traditional catwalk. How did they achieve that? By 
staging a satirical play about the fashion industry in the 
Metropolitan Opera House, of course. The Ralph Lauren 
show is another example: that is, its holographic 4-D show. 
Ralph Lauren projected the runway on a screen of mist 
for a multi-dimensional showcase of his Spring/Summer 
2015 collection to celebrate his flagship opening on Fifth 
Avenue. The outcome was obviously a huge, publicized 
success, and it reminded spectators of the countless 
possibilities technological advancements can offer today. 
This season, advancements even extended into the realm 
of fashion shows, which have featured the same traditional 
catwalk for decades.

New York Fashion Week has come to a close, and it’s 
time to direct our attention to London. Each week is made 
to highlight qualities unique to the country it’s held in. 
One way is by featuring some major designers from the 
location. Burberry Prorsum, Mulberry and Topshop are a 
few shows to keep your eye on. Though I anticipate great 
presentations from each of the four cities this year, New 
York has always been particularly special. It’s one of 
the “Big Four” fashion weeks that signify its respective 
country’s status in the fashion industry.  As a city in America 
starting off the semi-annual event, a great first impression 
is only one of the many weights New York carries. Given 
America’s reputation as a forward and experimental hub 
of fashion, those contributing to the production make an 
exceptional effort to reach that bar in crazy and creative 
ways. This year, I’d say they met that level. 

Though the spotlight was only on New York for a week, 
it was enough time to fully experience the brilliance of 
each designer’s creations. Who knows what they’ll bring 
with the clothing next year? Underwater shows? Zero 
gravity chambers? Regardless, our reaction will remain 
the same: observing in awe and, as always, agreeing with 
the blasé phrase “Only in New York”.

Mad Hatters, Miley and new measures: 
New York Fashion Week 2014

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Fall Opening Celebration
Wednesday, Sept. 17 at 5:30 p.m.

The Davis Museum

Third Thursdays: Jazz in Boston
Thursday, Sept. 18 at 5:30 p.m.

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum

“reveal” Dance Performance
Friday, Sept. 19 at 4:30 p.m.

Academic Quad Green

The Cinema of Gregory Markopoulos
Saturday, Sept. 20 at 7 p.m.

Harvard Film Archive

The Doyle Brothers / The Interlopers 
/ The Black Moons

Saturday, Sept. 20 at 8 p.m.
Cafe 939, Berklee College of Music

“The Immigrant” and “Gold Rush” 
starring Charlie Chaplin
Sunday, Sept. 21 at 5 p.m.

Collins Cinema

Violinist Dimitri Murrath performs 
Bax, Schubert, Mendelssohn

Sunday, Sept. 21 at 8 p.m.
Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory

Greek dance workshop with Yannis Konstantinou
Sunday, Sept. 21 at 8 p.m.

Student Center 2nd floor, MIT

Contra dance with live folk music
Tuesday, Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.

W20-407, Student Center 4th floor, MIT

By LIA WANG ’17
Graphics Editor

The Lion King musical’s national tour is making its stop in Boston for the fall season, livening the stage at the Boston 
Opera House. It opened to audiences on Tuesday, Sept. 9, and the Office of Student Involvement organized a trip for 
students to see the show last Thursday.

Thursday’s cast included Patrick R. Brown (Scar), L. Steven Taylor (Mufasa), Tshidi Manye (Rafiki), Ben Lipitz 
(Pumbaa), Jelani Remy (Simba) and many other talented actors and actresses. The ensemble cast brought a fun and 
energetic performance to the audience, particularly in the entr’acte after intermission, when performers danced through 
the aisles in “One by One”, carrying colorful props with paper birds.  The birds were mounted on long sticks attached 
to strings and swung in circles above the audience, bringing the performance off the stage and into the crowd.

The Lion King’s musical theatre counterpart has been a favorite since its beginnings in 1997, owing to the amazing 
sets and costumes, as well as the beloved music from the original Disney film. On Thursday, the theatre was packed 
with children and adults alike, ready to see Simba and his friends come to life on stage

When the lights dimmed, Rafiki appeared on stage and sounded the opening number, “Circle of Life,” with an 
ensemble animal cast including gazelles and leopards as well as  amazingly costumed giraffes and elephants. The 
highlights of this musical in particular are the extremely detailed and colorful sets and costumes, which bring an 
immersive experience to those watching the transition from film to stage. Every costume has iconic characteristics that 
represent the character on stage, whether it is Timon’s enlarged puppet or Simba’s mask and intricate jewelry.

Brown did a wonderful job as Scar, portraying him as a terrible, likable villain while cracking deadpan, cynical 
jokes at the hyenas’ expense. Drew Hirshfield as Zazu also stole the show at some parts, especially with a reference 
to Disney’s most recent animated film, “Frozen.” After Scar’s takeover of Pride Rock, Scar locks Zazu in a cage and 
commands him to sing, leading to a cheeky rendition of “Let It Go”. There were multiple humorous references to 
current events and pop culture, demonstrating the unique aspects of each tour and performance every year the musical 
continues.

The two-and-a-half hour experience was lively, and audience members often sang along and grooved to the songs 
being performed on stage. The cast bowed to a standing ovation, and our group of Wellesley students definitely had 
a great time reliving our childhoods.

A lively ‘Lion King’ arrives in Boston By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Contributing Writer

SHIRLEY LU ‘15, CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

New York Fashion Week designers innovate 
with mad hatters, Miley and new measures

ASSOCIATED PRESS BY BEBETO MATTHEWS

The Office of Student Invovlement offered $30 “Lion King” tickets to Wellesley students for the Sept. 11 show.



By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Contributing Writer

Andjela Stojkovic ’17 is one of five sophomores 
on the Wellesley tennis team who helped create a 
promising future for Wellesley tennis. The young 
team won the Seven Sisters Championship last 
season and came in second in the NEWMAC 
championship. This season, they have won three of 
their five matches, and show a lot of promise for the 
remainder of the season.

Stojkovic won both the singles and doubles sets 
at last month’s match against Endicott College with 
the help of her doubles partner, Caroline Hsu ‘18.

Because of her victories at Endicott, she was 
named the NEWMAC singles player of the week for 
the last week of August.

Stojkovic grew up in Victoria, British Columbia, 
where she was one of the top tennis players in her 
school and her province. The Wellesley News sat 
down with her after practice to talk about Blue 
tennis, as well as what shaped her into the tennis 
player that she is today.

Laura Brindley (L.B.): How old were you when 
you started playing tennis, and who or what inspired 
you to play?

Andjela Stojkovic (A.S.): I was eight years old. 
It was more of a fun activity that my dad, brother 
and I did. We all started playing and taking lessons 
together. I grew up playing a bunch of sports, but 
tennis was the one I enjoyed the most.

L.B.: Why did you decide to play at Wellesley?
A.S.: I really liked Coach Brian [Kuscher], and 

the way he recruits. He looks at each recruit and 
determines if she would get along well with the 
team. The team is his number one concern, and his 
philosophy is that if the team gets along well, they 
will play much better. The team seemed very nice 
and genuine, and that’s the kind of environment that 
everyone wants to be a part of.

L.B.: What is a typical practice like?
A.S.: Our warm-up is like a small workout in 

itself; we do some drills in the beginning, then 
work on consistency, practice serving and work on 
tactical stuff and strategies. At the end, we will play 
matches, then stretch and reflect on the practice.

L.B.: What is your pre-match ritual?

A.S.: I like to listen to music. Sometimes Serbian 
music really helps me get in the zone! I like to 
have a nice meal beforehand. I don’t like to play 
on an empty stomach. My pre-match meal usually 
consists of something like fruit, yogurt and granola. 
I like to play each match with the same mindset that 
I do at practice.

L.B.: What has been the best part about playing 
for Wellesley?

A.S.: The best part about playing for Wellesley 
is the high energy of the team. Cheering people on 
comes naturally, and the fact that we all get along 
so well and are so close makes me want to play for 
Wellesley.

L.B.: What has been your most memorable match 
during your time on the team?

A.S.: We played a really close match against 
Brandeis, and there were still a couple people 
playing on the court. My match was done, it was 
a really hot day in March or April, and everyone 
was working so hard. Seeing the whole team work 
really hard together was very special, even though 
we lost. The fight that we put up made it the most 
memorable match.

L.B.: What are your goals for this season?
A.S.: We have had our eye on the NEWMAC 

trophy for a while, so one of our biggest goals would 
be to win NEWMACs and qualify for nationals. We 
have a lot of depth this year, and we have some 
good new players. On an individual level, winning 
NEWMACs would be great, as would qualifying 
for nationals. Reaching the team goals will help us 
accomplish our individual goals.

L.B.: Who is your favorite professional tennis 
player?

A.S.: Probably [Novak] Djokovic because we are 
from the same motherland, Serbia.

L.B.: What advice would you give to someone 
just starting to play tennis or hoping to play tennis 
in the future?

A.S.: The louder you grunt, the better you’ll be!

Blue tennis’s next match is Saturday, Sept. 20 
against Clark University at Clark. Wellesley is 
currently ranked second in NEWMACs and 28th 
nationally in NCAA Division III. 
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By SRAvANTI TEkUMALLA ’16
Online Editor

The veganism movement is gaining 
traction and increased media attention, 
with its reach extending far beyond 
West Coast hippie culture. Even Dr. 
Kim A. Williams, the president-elect 
of the American College of Cardiology, 
has turned to veganism to reduce his 
LDL cholesterol levels and reduce his 
chances of getting heart attack. Whether 
you choose to try being vegan for 
health reasons, ethical reasons or both, 
a carefully planned plant-based diet can 
lead to higher energy levels and a long-
term decreased risk of heart disease, 
obesity and diabetes. 

After spending a month as a vegan at 
Wellesley, I know that it can be tricky to 
maintain a healthy diet beyond the salad 
bar. With that in mind, here are a few tips 
to diversify your food choices, for vegans 
and non-vegans alike.

Make good use of the spice rack. Every 
dining hall has a small rack of herbs and 
spices, including rosemary, sage, paprika 
and cumin. By nature of adhering to a 
vegan diet, vegetables — raw or cooked 
— will constitute the majority of your 
diet. This can get old and boring very 
quickly, so spice it up! By experimenting 
with different seasonings each day, you 
can add an element of surprise and variety 
to what would otherwise be plain carrots, 
beans or brussel sprouts.

Soup can be a tasty, satisfying meal. 
Vegetables aren’t the only food to which 

you can add spice: On most days at most 
dining halls, a vegan soup option is 
readily available and generally includes 
a good serving of vegetables too. With 
cold weather on its way, soup and 
vegan crackers are a great option. On a 
cautionary note, soup tends to run high 
in sodium, so as with any food, consume 
it in moderation. On a side note, Ritz 
crackers are a great vegan cracker option 
without butter, despite its buttery taste. 

There is more to breakfast than cereal 
and milk. Oatmeal is a great option for 
breakfast and is as filling as eggs and 
sausage. Add some brown sugar and fruit 
for flavor and to keep yourself energized.

Veganism does not mean giving up 
comfort food. Vegan pizza? Vegan 
cupcakes? Sorbets? Wellesley provides 
several options for vegans to indulge 
their sweet tooth. Vegan desserts, such 
as vegan angel cookies, vegan oatmeal 
raisin cookies and vegan cupcakes are 
served in the dining halls at least once 
per week. Additionally, most dining halls 
serve one sorbet option, which is dairy-
free and therefore, vegan as well. 

It can be difficult being vegan just on the 
Wellesley meal plan. If you are craving 
some tasty dining options, try going off 
campus to Veggie Planet in Cambridge, 
Life Alive in Cambridge or sample the 
vegan burritos from Boloco in the Vil.  

Check back in two weeks for another 
installment of The Vegan Diaries 
featuring more on Boston-area vegan 
options!

Eating vegan on 
the meal plan

Soojin jeong ’17, pHoTogRApHY ediToR  

THE VEGAN DIARIES
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By ANNA cAHILL ’18
Contributing Writer

As the weather cools down, fall sports teams are 
excited to enter the heart of their season. A number 
of contests have already taken place between New 
England Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference 
(NEWMAC) and Liberty League opponents, leaving 
Blue cross country, field hockey and golf teams hopeful 
about the season’s prospects.

The cross country team is looking to make big 
gains this fall both in and beyond the NEWMAC 
competition. To get there, the Blue took full advantage 
of the preseason during which they worked to establish 
a foundation for the year ahead. 

“We all want to improve as runners individually, but 
if we can do it together as a team, it makes the process 
even more exciting,” Nicole Chui ’15 said. The Blue 
opened their season earlier this month at the Smith 
Invitational where they placed third of 16 and first 
among NEWMAC competitors.

“Our goals are to maintain and build on the team’s 
tradition of success,” Coach Phil Jennings said, 
“particularly at our championship meets [Seven Sisters, 
NEWMACs, National College Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Regionals], with the ultimate goal of gaining 
a team bid to the NCAA Championship meet.” 

Last fall, the Blue finished second in the NEWMAC 
Championship, falling to Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) who has won the past seven titles.

This year, the team boasts a great balance of talent 
in each class, starting with first years Clare Salerno, 
Taylor Fortnam, Isabella King and Lili Considine who 
all finished in the top half of the field at Smith. 

“This year’s team is made up of a greater number 
of people who have bought into the idea that they can 
realize their potential abilities. There is also a stronger 
dose of the competitive spirit that is necessary for 
races,” said Mary Keenan ’17. 

The Blue welcomes back key runners Taylor 
Bickford ’15, All-Conference Sonja Cwik ’17, Keenan 
and All-New England Priyanka Fouda ’16. Teams to 
beat in NEWMAC this fall will be MIT, Coast Guard, 
Wheaton, Mt. Holyoke and Smith. The Blue will race 
again this Saturday in the Wellesley Invitational.

The golf team, which competes in the Liberty League 
conference, hopes to see big improvements in the 
season ahead. After falling to Division II Merrimack 
earlier in the month, the Blue finished 11th in a tough 
field of 12 at their second tournament hosted by New 
York University last weekend. 

Until the Liberty League Championships in April, the 
Blue will compete in a handful of invitationals across 
the Northeast before taking a break from competition 

in mid-October.
To get ready for upcoming matches, the Blue’s 

preseason focused on integrating players through team 
bonding activities and preparing returning athletes for 
competition. After a fourth place finish in the Liberty 
League Championships last spring, Coach Sherry 
Makerney hopes to improve to a top three finish this 
April.

“We have five new members and four returners, so 
it’s a very young group,” Makerney said. The first year 
lineup includes Kathleena Inchoco, Samantha Lanevi, 
Jacqueline McMahon and Emily Smith. In addition to 
these athletes, the Blue welcomes new Assistant Coach 
Jack Palley to the golf program. As for returners, the 
team will benefit from the experience of three veteran 
scorers,. Jacqueline Lu ’17, Haneen Anbarserri ’15 
and Lei Wei ’16, who has led the team in both 2014 
matches. This weekend, the Blue will head to South 
Hadley to compete in the Mount Holyoke Invitational.

The Blue field hockey team is off to a flawless 5-0 
start to the 2014 season, winning its first set of games by 
no less than a 5-goal margin. The strong performance 
is characteristic of Wellesley’s nationally competitive 
field hockey program.

Last fall, after winning the NEWMAC championship, 
the Blue advanced to the NCAA Elite Eight in 
Maryland, where they fell to Salisbury University. 
Since then, the team has lost two seniors to graduation 
and added a strong pair of first-year recruits: Emmy 
Hamilton, who already has two goals to her name, and 
Fallon Oeser.

Consistent with their number 13 national ranking, the 
Blue’s early success can be attributed to a wealth of 
veteran players and a great balance of talent on both 
ends of the field. 

“Each player has an important role, and the ability 
for us to not rely on a single player and depth on the 
bench makes us a very competitive team,” Co-captain 
Nathalie Gruet ’15 said. Some notable returners to 
the Blue’s 19-woman squad include a handful of All-
Region players, Hannah Flesch ’16, Anissa Sridhar ’16 
and co-captains Meghan Peterson ’15 and Gruet who 
additionally earned first-team All-American honors 
last fall.

Forward duo Flesch and Gruet have led the team’s 
offense in its first five contests, combining for 18 of 
the Blue’s 38 total goals. In the backfield, the Blue 
has allowed only 9 shots on goal in five games, thanks 
in part to the strong performance of Dana Marks ’15, 
who was recognized last Monday as the NEWMAC 
Defensive Player of the Week. The Blue will kick off 
NEWMAC play this Saturday at Wheaton College.

BY THE NUMBERS

13
Number of Seven Sisters Championship 

titles volleyball holds, after winning this 
year’s trophy on Sunday at Vassar

8-1
Tennis score against Mount Holyoke 

on Sunday with wins in all three 
doubles, bringing the Blue to 3-2

5-0
Total wins and losses for the 

field hockey team after winning 
7-1 over Husson on Saturday

4
Goals made by Hannah Flesch ’16 

of seven total goals scored by the field 
hockey team against Husson on Saturday

3
Total goals scored by the soccer 

team against Regis on Saturday

UPCOMING MATCHES

Wednesday, Sept 17
Field Hockey @ Trinity

6:30 p.m.

Soccer @ Endicott
7:00 p.m.

Saturday, Sept 20
Cross Country Wellesley Invitational 

TBA

Field Hockey @ Wheaton
1:00 p.m.

Golf @ Mount Holyoke Invitational
8:00 a.m.

Soccer v. Emerson
1:00 p.m.

Tennis @ Clark
12:00 p.m.

Volleyball @ Roger Williams
11:00 a.m.

Sunday, Sept 21
Golf @ Mount Holyoke Invitational

8:00 a.m.

Tuesday, Sept 23
Soccer v. Brandeis

4:00 p.m.

Volleyball v. Wheaton
7:00 p.m.

 Blue varsity cross country, 
field hockey and golf optimistic 

about season ahead

jeSSiCA Lee  ’18, ConTRiBUTing pHoTogRApHeR
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